RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

A list of prints and labels for which renewal registrations were made during the period covered by this issue. Arrangement is alphabetical under the name of the claimant of renewal copyright. Information relating to both the original and the renewal registration is included in each entry.

ABBO, PETER.
Colonel Carstairs, and my brother, and my lawyer. See MAXWELL, PATRICIA ARNO.

Now look what you’ve done, letting them go into Ohrbach’s. See MAXWELL, PATRICIA ARNO.

Of course she’s not pretty, it’s that Ohrbach dress. See MAXWELL, PATRICIA ARNO.

AUGUS, VICTOR.
Ran 400 capsules. See TEMPLETONS, INC.

BAUGH & SON. CO.
Baugh’s premium plant food & soil builder. See KEER-NOUGE CHEMICAL CORP.

BROK, FLORENCIA M.
Successful gardeners were said to possess a green thumb. © 27Apr53; KK15773. Florencio M. Beck (A); 31Mar54; R592195.

DANKOHER, DAVID LEE.
A Marvelle product. © 7Jul44; KE1512. David E. Dankoher (A); 13Oct44; R575960.

GIOVANNINI, FERRUCIO.
Torrence finissimo almond candy. See GIOVANNINI, ITALIA.

Torrence finissimo almond candy. See GIOVANNINI, ITALIA.

GIOVANNINI, ITALIA.
Torrence almond candy, by Ferruccio Giovannini. © 9Nov53; KE229897. Giovannini (W); 16Jul71; R592559.

Torrence finissimo almond candy, by Ferruccio Giovannini. © 9Nov53; KE229897. Giovannini (W); 16Jul71; R592559.

GRAHAM, ARTHUR WILLIAM.
Waffle House syrup. See WEISBERG (JOHN) TOBACCO CO.

GRIFFIN, B. P.
Water boiling capacity slide rule. © 10Sep44; KE278888. B. P. Grizzle (A); 30Sep51; R516495.

HAMMOND (C. O.) & CO.
Detra’s story of American and United Nations flags. See HAMMOND, INC.

HAMMOND, INC.
Detra’s story of American and United Nations flags, by C. O. Hammond & Co. © 1Nov60; KE329004. Hammond, Inc. (FWI); 11Feb71; R502520.

HUMPHREY, EDWARD C.
Sleeper-shade eye covering. See SLEEP-SHADE CO.

KEER-NOUGE CHEMICAL CORP.
Baugh’s premium plant food & soil builder. Author of renewable matter: Baugh & Sons Co. © 20Sep53; KE329008. Keer-Neuge Chemical Corp. (FWI); 21Apr71; R504908.

LANG, J. R., JR.
Colonel Carstairs, and my brother, and my lawyer. See MAXWELL, PATRICIA ARNO.

LIPTON (THOMAS J.) INC.
Alphabet soup; 1 1/2 ozs. Author of renewable matter: Continental Foods, Inc. © 1Aug53; KE329007. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (FWI); 28Jan71; R592525.

Black bean soup; 3 1/2 ozs. Author of renewable matter: Continental Foods, Inc. © 28Sep53; KE329008. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (FWI); 28Jan71; R592525.

Continental noodle soup; 2 1/2 ozs. Author of renewable matter: Continental Foods, Inc. © 28Sep53; KE329008. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (FWI); 28Jan71; R592525.

Pasta soup; 4 ozs. Author of renewable matter: Continental Foods, Inc. © 1Aug53; KE329908. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (FWI); 28Jan71; R592525.

16 Lipton tea bags. © 13Apr53; KE229033. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (FWI); 28Jan71; R592525.

LONG, JAMES H., JR.
Now look what you’ve done, letting them go into Ohrbach’s. See MAXWELL, PATRICIA ARNO.

MAJOR FARMS, INC.
California carrots, by Perry W. Stamps. © 25Aug44; KK18582. Major Farms, Inc. (FWI); 28May71; R502569.

MAXWELL, PATRICIA ARNO.
Colonel Carstairs, and my brother, and my lawyer, by J. R. Lang, Jr. & Peter Arno. © 16Aug53; KE229074. Patricia Arno & Arno Maxwell (C); 25Jul71; R519145.

Now look what you’ve done, letting them go into Ohrbach’s. By James H. Long, Jr. & Peter Arno. © 16Aug53; KE229074. Patricia Arno & Arno Maxwell (C); 25Jul71; R519145.

Of course she’s not pretty, it’s that Ohrbach dress, by Peter Arno. © 7Nov53; KE229074. Patricia Arno & Arno Maxwell (C); 25Jul71; R519145.

PARKING FOR DARA, INC.
Bolero cosmetics. © 14Aug54; KE229167. Parfums de Dana, Inc. (FWI); 2Aug71; R518969.

SINGER CO.
Long cylinder machine 11-26; form 2520, revised. © 1944. Author of renewable matter: Singer Manufacturing Co., employer for hire. © 23Jul53; KE229011. Singer Co. (FWI); 29Jan71; R592525.

SINGER MANUFACTURING CO.
Long cylinder machine 11-26. See SINGER CO.

SLEEP-SHADE CO.
Sleep-Shade eye covering. Author of renewable matter: Edward C. Humphill © 16Aug53; KE229074. Sleep Shade Co. (FWI); 28Jan71; R502525.

TEMPLETONS, INC.
Peanut butter, by Victor Aures. © 1Mar48; KE153026. Templeton’s, Inc. (FWI); 30Mar71; R502525.

WEISBERG (JOHN) TOBACCO CO.
Waffle House syrup, by Arthur William Graham. © 1Aug44; KE229074. John Weisbergs Tobacco Co. (FWI); 23Jul71; R519145.